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D. The fourth letter in the English alphabet DAHLIA (dal'ya). When the Spanish con
was represented in Egyptian picture-writing by a querors first invaded Mexico they probably 
hand e • >. Later it looked like this 5 &1J, and with found there the original dahlia, which, except 
the Phoonicians became a triangle 4, which later for a few South American species, is a native of 
lost its tail. The Phrenicians called it Daleth, that country. Later it was taken to Spain and 
which means "door," from its resemblance to from there transferred to the rest of Europe, 
the triangular curtains or T H E w H I T E TRuMp ET D A F F 0 D I L although it was not culti-
doors of their tents. The vated extensively until 
name and form were the last century. 
adopted by the Greeks Dahlia Societies 
with slight variation, and It has now attained 
thus Daleth became Delta high rank as a garden 
A. This form became the plant, and is numbered 
D of the Romans in use among a dozen flowers 
to-day. D is th~ Roman which have special socie-
numeral for 500. ties and exhibits in Europe 
D.lEDALUS (de'da-liis). andAmerica. Theflowers,. 
This fabled Athenian, which at first were sin.gle 
according to Greek myth, and flat with yellow disks 
was the first man to fly. and dull scarlet rays,. 
He had been forced to have been changed from 
leave Athens, and took single to double and even 
refuge in Crete, which to a globular shape, the 
was ruled by King Minos. colours varying fro m 
There he built the famous white to yellow and deep 
Labyrinth for the man- red, but lacking in the blue 
bull, the Minotaur. (See shades. The different 
Crete.) varieties bloom from the 

Soon after its comple- middle of June until late 
·tion Dredalus incurred the autumn. 
anger of King Minos, and When the frost in the 
he and his son Icarus autumn has killed the tops 
were imprisoned in its of the dahlias, the plants 
mazes. In the Labyrinth should be dug and the 
Dredalus made wings of The stately Daffodil is one of the favourite bulbous tubers placed in a dry cool 
feathers and wax for him_ plants of the English garden, and has been sung by cellar until spring, when 
self a~d Icarus, in order many poets. It flowers from February to May. they may again be placed 
that they might .escape by flight. Dredalus in the garden as soon as the danger from frost 
flew safely out of the Labyrinth and over the is past. Dahlias grow best in rich deep loam .. 
..tEgean to the island of Sicily. Icarus flew too They 1\eed some shade, plenty of water, and 
near the sun, the wax of his wings melted, and should be protected from cold winds. The 
he fell into the ocean. plant may be raised from seeds, by division of 
DAFFODIL. The common daffodil, ·a hardy the tubers, or by cuttings. In growing from 
bulbous plant known also as the Lent-lily, is a shoots, the roots should be placed in a hot
species of the narcissus (see Narcissus). They bed in February and separated and potted 
are found all over the world, and grow from a when they are about three or folir inches 
few inches up to about two feet in height. long. . 
The yellow and white flowers are long and bell- Dahlia is a genus of the family Gompositm. The
shaped, and the stalk is hollow. Scientific name majority of the flowers now common have originated 

from a single species, Dahlia variabilis. The dahlia. was 
of the single trumpet daffodil Narcissus pseudo- named after the Swedish botanist Dahl, and was intro-

• 
narc~ssus. duced into England in 1789. ,. 

contained in the Easg Reference Fact•lndez at the end of thi$ ta1ork . 
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